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To celebrate our 20th anniversary, Koncept is 
delighted to unveil the Gen4 Z-Bar Pro 20th 
Anniversary Limited Edition. This exclusive Z-Bar Pro 
boasts a distinctive high-end brushed aluminum 
premium finish, setting it apart. It encompasses 
all the advanced features of our Pro line, 
including light color tuning, a USB-C charger, and 
an occupancy sensor. Moreover, it features a 
unique 20th-anniversary mark intricately 
engraved on the back of the lamp, symbolizing 
a momentous milestone in our journey.



Guy lantern | A source of illumination that can enhance your indoor and outdoor experiences



Guy lantern | long battery life : 10 hours (at max setting), 80+ hours (at lowest setting)  



Guy lantern | Personalize your lantern with optional decorative accessories 



Guy lantern | Available in Matte White, Matte Black, Brass finishes



Ramen w/ Back Dish | Available in Matte White / Matte Black & Gold / Gold & Matte White



Ramen w/ Back Dish | 3-in-1 mounting options (Suspension, Flush ceiling, Wall sconce)



Yurei family | Versatile shades, available in translucent or metal finishes



Yurei pendant | Can be mounted as suspended or flush ceiling mountYurei pendant | Can be mounted as suspended or flush ceiling mount



Yurei table lamp | Features telescopic body and USB-C port



Yurei floor lamp | provides a soft and warm glow perfect for creating a cozy atmosphere in any room



Z-bar Gen 4 Family | The most versatile and flexible task lamp on the market



Z-bar Desk, Mini, Solo Gen 4 | An entirely foldable LED lamp offering many finishes & mounting options



Z-bar Pro Gen 4 | Pro versions come with light color tunability, an occupancy sensor, and a USB-C charging port



Z-bar Solo Gen 4 | Achieve flexbility even in tight spaces



Z-bar Floor Gen 4 | The minimalist lamp that compliments the space it’s in



Focaccia Family | The precision-lit LED task lamp that’s packed with features



Focaccia Family | Features an articulate body, dimmable lighting, light color tunability & an occupancy sensor



Focaccia Family | All lamp variations come standard with a USB-C port to charge your devices



Focaccia Solo | The sleek design makes it the perfect compact alternative



Focaccia Floor | Get diffused & direct lighting where you need it



Focaccia Floor | Your slim & unobstusive solution



Combi Pendant | The playful, make-it-your-own pendant



Combi Pendant | Offers a variety of elements & attachments for mixing-and-matching 



Combi Pendant | Designed with versatility in mind, so you can stylize it the way you want to



Combi Pendant | Its east of use allows you to add or remove decorative attachments even after it’s installed



Combi Pendant | Designed with an innovative 3-in-1 mounting : suspension, ceiling flush mounting (with or without cover plate)



Combi Pendant | Its 2-in-1 mounting design allows for both flush & suspended mounting


























































































































